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Eurosport and Canal+ Group join to broadcast
the Roland Garros Tournament 2018 in 4K
Ultra HD

The Association of Commercial
Television in Europe (ACT) is a
trade body for the commercial
broadcasting sector in Europe.
Formed in 1989, the ACT has 27
member companies active in 37
European countries, operating
and distributing several
thousand free-to-air and pay-tv
channels and new media
services.

On the occasion of the 2018 edition of the Roland-Garros
tournament, Eurosport and Canal+ Group launch the Eurosport 4K
event channel to allow tennis fans to follow the competition as close
as possible to the field thanks to unmatched image quality.
Read more

Mediaset enriches its DTT offer with a new
thematic channel

Mediaset launches Focus, a new thematic channel fully dedicated to
science and culture. Focus will air documentaries, films and TV
series on different topics including astronomy, physics, ancient
civilizations and history of the 20th Century, putting at the forefront
Italian productions and international co-productions. Focus’s
audience is expected to attain 1%, making Mediaset’s thematic
channels all in all register almost 8%. After Canale 20, the launch of
this second free DTT channel in 2018 reaffirms the Groups’s focus on
its core FTA business.
Read more

RTL Group: Britain’s Got Awards!
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The Thames (part of FremantleMedia UK) iconic competition series
Britain’s Got Talent won the award for Best Entertainment
Programme at this year’s British Academy of Film and Television Arts
Awards (BAFTA).
Read more

Sky announces new Innovation Centre in
latest phase of campus development

Sky has announced that it plans to create and build a dedicated
innovation centre on its Osterley campus as it continues its push into
developing world leading consumer technology. The space will house
an ever-growing number of technology engineers and software
developers focusing on innovation across Sky’s world class
broadcast and streaming platforms, consumer products and the latest
content innovations including virtual reality.
Read more

UPCOMING EU POLICY EVENTS IN MAI 2018

28-29/05/18 Competitiveness Council: Copyright + Sat Cab Information from the Presidency on the state of play, Brussels
28-31/05/18 EP Plenary Session, Strasbourg
WIPO Standing Committee on Copyright and Related Rights,
Geneva
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